Environment Tax-2010.
The Central Government has made Bharat Stage-I pollution norms
mandatory from April 2000 for the vehicle manufacturers. The Bharat Stage-IV norms,
for vehicular pollution have become mandatory in Mumbai and other 10 cities, while
Bharat stage -III norms being in effect in the remaining areas.
The permissible carbon monoxide content for petrol driven four wheelers
was 14.3 to 27.1 gm/km in 1991. This is 9 to 14 times more than the pollutants emitted
by the presently manufactured vehicles. Hence to reduce the vehicular pollution, it is
necessary that the use of old vehicles may be discouraged and the use of new vehicles
complying the new pollution norms be promoted on road. The old polluting vehicles will
be levied environment tax. The environment tax collected from these vehicles shall be
utilised towords pollution control measures clean fuels, strengthening the public transport
system, establishment of advanced vehicle testing stations for issue / renewal of fitness
certification of the vehicles.
To achieve the goal of cleaner air, the Environment tax has been levied on
the old vehicles vide on ordinance dt. 15th Oct, 2010.
Bill of Environment tax on Motor Vehicles-2010
Vide an ordinance dated 15th Oct, 2010 the Environment tax has been
levied in Maharashtra State on vehicles of age above 8 years and 15 years. The non
transport vehicles above 15 years of age and light transport vehicles running on CNG /
LPG have been levied with an environment tax at prescribed rate for every 5 years. Also,
the light transport vehicles above 8 years of age, not running on CNG/ LPG and all types
of medium and heavy vehicles have been levied with an environment tax at a prescribed
rate for 5 years and 1 year respectively.
At present, there are approximately more than 15 lakh vehicles above the
age of 15 years and more than 6 lakh vehicles of age above 8 years. The environment tax
will be recovered from such vehicles. Due to levy of this tax, part of the owners will
phase out / scrap their vehicles which will result in reduction in the pollution load. The

owners, who will use their old vehicles will pay the environment tax which will be used
for pollution control, clean fuel, strengthening the public transport system, to establish
advanced

vehicle testing stations for issue or renewal of the certificates of fitness

etc. Considering the

above facts, the expected revenue from environment tax is

Rs. 171 crores. From 15th Oct, 2010 to January, 2011 of Rs. 7.99 crores has been
recovered.

Copy of the ordiance is enclosed for ready reference.

